Hardware Monitoring with Sentry Software
An Introduction to the Hardware Sentry KM
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Introduction
About Sentry Software and its Portfolio
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About Sentry Software
• A long-time BMC Partner (since 2004) providing powerful integrated solutions for
TrueSight
• BMC Exclusive partner
• Sentry’s products made exclusively for BMC
• Products sold as BMC products

• Market Leader in Monitoring
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Sentry’s Solutions to Complement BMC TrueSight
Developed by Sentry, sold by BMC as BMC products
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Sentry offers a PATROL Agent interface through the Monitoring Studio KM
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What is a KM?
In BMC terms, a KM is a Knowledge Module.
This is a set of files from which a PATROL
Agent receives information about resources
running on a monitored computer.
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What Does Hardware Sentry Monitor?

Servers

Storage Systems

Blade chassis
and integrated components

Tape Drives

Network and SAN switches
OVER
https://www.sentrysoftware.com/library/hc/platform-requirements.html
OVER 200
200 PLATFORMS
PLATFORMS SUPPORTED:
SUPPORTED: https://www.sentrysoftware.com/library/hc/platform-requirements.html
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What does Hardware Sentry KM Monitor?
Each component of the IT infrastructure is covered by a BMC Software monitoring solution

• Monitoring is Active (where possible)
Hardware Sentry will actively check the status of components and will alert if a component is no
longer being monitored or an instrumentation layer fails.
• Emphasizes monitoring of components that can cause a server failure
Reducing false positives and eliminating administrative alerts (logs full, etc.)
We will now look at each class of components monitored by Hardware Sentry…
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The Hardware KM is designed to monitor the physical components of systems.
BMC offers other KMs for OS and Application-Specific monitoring. The Monitoring Studio
KM is also available to monitor OS and Application components.
The Hardware KM Actively monitors components when possible, meaning that it queries
the system for numeric values and component statuses, rather than passively waiting for
the system to generate an event (like an SNMP Trap) or parsing through an event log.
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Enclosure and Blade
Introduction to Hardware Monitoring

Enclosure

Blades
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Enclosures represent the physical container of the servers components. Enclosures can be
a rack server, a blade chassis, an external disk shelf or a storage system.
An overall status of the system, its power consumption and the state of the chassis
intrusion sensor are reported on some systems and attached to the main enclosure icon.
Information such as system type (computer, disk shelf, storage system, etc.) manufacturer,
model, serial number, etc., are attached to the main enclosure icon (infobox).
Blades represent subsystems of enclosures that usually slot into the main enclosure.
Typical examples are blade servers that slot into a blade chassis enclosures or network
switches that slot into a switch chassis.
Blades generally have an overall status associated to them. This status is the status of the
blade subsystem from the perspective of the enclosure.
Some components such as power supplies are attached to the chassis, and thus when
monitoring a blade, it is expected that it will not have a power supply monitored.
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Processing
Introduction to Hardware Monitoring

Processors (CPU) and CPU Cores

Memory Modules (RAM)
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Processors (CPUs) in Hardware Sentry represent the processors and their status from a
physical point of view. As Operating Systems represent logical processors (cores or threads
depending on CPU structure) Hardware Sentry will usually report fewer processors than the
OS.
The manufacturer, model and speed of the processor will usually be reported along with its
status.
The CPU Cores class is used when no overall physical CPU status is available. Hardware
Sentry will monitor the status of the individual cores that form a physical CPU. As it is not
possible to replace an individual core of a CPU, there is no point in monitoring cores if an
overall physical CPU status is available.
Memory Modules form the temporary storage system of the server. Most systems, through
mechanisms like ECC, keep an eye on the memory modules. Once the system records a
certain number of mistakes / errors by a certain module, it considers it faulty and reports it
as degraded or failed. Some systems will also report the exact error count of each module
as well as its status.
The memory module class is also used to monitor the cache modules of certain servers /
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storage devices.
The manufacturer, type and size of modules is usually reported along with its status and on
occasion its error count. Some operating systems, in particular Solaris and ESX on certain
manufacturers systems, will only report the overall (global) status of the memory system.
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Environment
Introduction to Hardware Monitoring

Temperatures

Fans

Power Supplies

Voltages
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Temperature sensors are usually located on key heat generating components (processors)
with an additional sensor to measure ambient server temperature. Sensors report a
discrete status and /or a numerical temperature with upper threshold(s).
Power Supplies report a discrete status along with, on a few servers, a “used capacity” for
that unit.
Fans can either be located near the components they are cooling or form fan modules that
work together to push air through the system. Individual fans can report a discrete status
and /or a speed in rpm, a speed percent, where the fan reports its speed as a percentage
of its maximum speed. Speed and speed percent instances will have a lower threshold only.
Fan modules (groups of fans inside a single case) are also reported as fans, but will only
have a discrete status.
Voltage sensors are usually located in various key locations on the motherboard of the
server or inside the power supplies. Voltage sensors can report either a discrete status and
/ or a numeric voltage. Numeric voltages usually have an upper and lower threshold, with
the exception of battery voltage sensors which only have a lower threshold.
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Important Note: All numerical thresholds for environmental sensors are set by the
manufacturer of the system and should not be modified. Hardware Sentry will over-write any
modified environmental numerical thresholds.
This Environmental information is available on servers because they are equipped with a
Baseboard Management Controller. Standard desktop systems are not usually equipped with
this, and thus all these parameters would not be available for them. These parameters
should be monitored to be aware of issues in the datacenter. Voltage out of range could
indicate power issues, rising temperatures could indicate an issue with the A/C. These
parameters are also used for the Sentry Green IT initiative, to predict CO2 emissions and
electricity costs.
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Communication
Introduction to Hardware Monitoring

Network Interfaces (FC) (HBA)

Network Interfaces (Ethernet)
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Hardware Sentry monitors both Ethernet and Fiber Channel (FC) ports using the Network
Interfaces Class.
The Network Interfaces class monitors both the physical status of the port (Status and Link
Status) and the logical status of the port. Metrics such as bandwidth (Link Speed),
utilization (Byte / Packet Rate) and communication errors (Error Percent) are collected by
Hardware Sentry to enable a full picture of the status of Network Interfaces.
Standard server hardware monitoring techniques generally do not provide more than just
the status and link status of a network port. To enable full monitoring, Hardware Sentry
thus has separate monitoring techniques for Network Interfaces that leverage operating
system or the port manufacturer’s APIs.
These parameters are important to monitor, because they can alert you to network
instability, and potential bottlenecks, which can affect the availability of network resources,
and impact users. For example, a Network Interface with a Link Speed that fluctuates, and
an increasing error percent, indicates a poor connection (e.g, damaged cabling).
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Storage
Introduction to Hardware Monitoring

Logical Disks

Physical Disks

Disk Controllers

LUNs
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Physical Disks form the basis of any storage system and are the components that fail the
most in a server. Physical disks have built in monitoring mechanisms (known by the
acronym SMART) that attempt to predict when a disk is about to fail or likely to cause data
corruption. A physical disk that is about to fail will either generate an alert on the
“Predicted Failure” parameter or will report a Status of “Degraded”.
Disk Controllers manage the physical disks. They can either present the operating system
with direct access to the physical disks or the Disk Controller itself will manage the physical
disks. When the disk controller manages the disks, it will combine them together into a
RAID set and present a Logical Disk to the operating system.
The status of the Disk Controller (if available or applicable) is reported through the
“Controller Status” parameter rather than the standard “Status” parameter.
Logical Disks are groups of physical disks managed by a RAID Disk Controller. Logical disks
allow the server to combine physical disks together, increase performance and add
redundancy to its storage system. Logical Disks have a Status that will be reported as
degraded if one or more of its physical disks have failed but no data loss has occurred, and
as failed if data loss has occurred.
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LUNs are logical disks that are based on physical disks in an external Storage System (i.e. on
the Storage Area Network “SAN”). The server accesses its LUNs via FC HBAs or over the
Ethernet network (iSCSI). As the server has no access to the underlying physical disks or the
status of any real components, Hardware Sentry only monitors the ability for the server to
access its LUNs using the “Available Path Count” (the number of unique ways that server can
access its LUNs) parameter.
AvailablePathCount is an important parameter to monitor, because if a path to the LUN is
lost, the resource could become unavailable.
When monitoring a server’s storage system, it is important to know who is managing the
disks. Physical disks managed by the operating system, those part of a RAID set and those
located in an external Storage System are usually monitored using different methods.
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LED / Tape Libraries / Batteries / Other Devices
Introduction to Hardware Monitoring

LEDs

Batteries

Other Devices
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The LED parameter class is used to indicate the status of the lights on the front of servers.
Hardware Sentry generally uses LED monitoring when it is impossible to directly detect the
status of certain components inside a server. The color and value of the LED (On, Blinking,
Off) is used to determine the status of the LED. (An “On, Green” LED is considered “OK”,
where an “Blinking, Red” LED is considered “Alarm”)
Most systems have Batteries that are used to prevent configuration or data loss. Often
battery issues are reported by the component they are attached to, but on some systems
their status is reported independently. For instance, the batteries attached to RAID
controllers can be reported on the “Controller Status”, “Controller Battery Status” or the
“Battery Status” parameter. External battery backup systems (UPS) are generally not
monitored by Hardware Sentry unless they are part of a Storage System.
The Other Device class is used for any components, such as management cards, storage
controllers, etc., that do not fall into any of the previous classes, yet are considered
important enough to be monitored.
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LED / Tape Libraries / Batteries / Other Devices
Introduction to Hardware Monitoring

Robotics

Tape Drives
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The physical status of Tapes Drives is usually monitored by the software running the
backups. However, some tape drives and tape drive libraries provide methods to access a
limited amount of hardware status. Tape Drives that can be monitored have one or more of
the following parameters: Overall Status, Needs Cleaning, Mount Count, Unmount Count
and Error Count.
Tape Libraries are systems that contain one or more tape drives, a collection of tapes
(cassettes). Tape Libraries will usually report an overall Status (attached to the tape library
enclosure) one of more Tape Drives and a Robotics Status (indicating the overall status of
the robotic system used to move tapes into the tape drives.)
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Green IT TrueSight Component

Sentry Software also offers an extension
for TrueSight, which leverages the
Hardware KM to monitor the electricity
and cooling usage and cost of
infrastructure.
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Green IT TrueSight Component
A Software-Only Green IT extension for TrueSight

The Green IT extension leverages power
and temperature metrics already
collected by Hardware Sentry KM.
• No extra software
• No extra cost
• No hassle
• Powerful monitoring
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Green IT TrueSight Component

The Green IT Engine
automatically reports on
power usage, expenses and
carbon footprint based on
the metrics collected by the
Hardware Sentry KM.
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Green IT TrueSight Component

The Green IT engine requires a
minimal input:
Provide the electricity rate
negotiated with your energy
provider, and the estimated
carbon emission according to the
energy source you use. Use the
included guideline to quantifying
CO₂ emissions by source.
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Green IT TrueSight Component

To make it even simpler, the Green IT
extension follows the TrueSight
structure:
• Applications
• Groups
• Services
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Green IT TrueSight Component

The Green IT engine reports on
the power usage of
applications and services by
aggregating power
consumption metrics collected
across the physical and virtual
servers they are running on.
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Green IT TrueSight Component

The Power tab provides a
graph of the Power
Consumption and the
Energy Usage data collected
for the selected hardware
device.
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You can easily navigate along the time range (arrows) to view more of the stored data or
event download, save, annotate and print the graph or its data.
Demo: click the Action button to show the different options.
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Green IT TrueSight Component

The Cooling tab provides a
graph of the Heating
Margin (degrees below
warning) and the
Temperature data collected
for the selected hardware
device.
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Protocols and
Prerequisites
Configuration required on managed devices prior
to Hardware KM Monitoring
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The Hardware Connector Library
Protocols and Prerequisites

• The Hardware KM relies on the information in individual connector files to know how to
communicate with different system types.
• These connector files contain the necessary information to query monitored systems and
gather the monitoring data.
• The Hardware Connector Library is updated regularly and should be kept up-to-date on your
agents!
• The current version will be installed with the KM.
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Connector Grouping
Protocols and Prerequisites

Connectors monitor
one or more types of
Components

Connector 1

One or more
Connectors are used to
fully monitor a Server or
Storage System

Connectors work together, but
are independent of each other
and have different
prerequisites

C1
C2

C3
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Protocols
Protocols and Prerequisites

The Hardware KM uses these protocols to gather monitored information from systems:

REST API

SNMP

SSH/Telnet

WMI/WBEM
IPMI

Vendor-Specific Utilities and CLIs
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Protocols
Protocols and Prerequisites

JAVA REQUIRED ON
THE PATROL AGENT

The Hardware KM leverages a Java client for monitoring through these protocols:

REST API

WBEM

SNMP v2 and v3

SSH/Telnet
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HTTP/REST
Protocols and Prerequisites

MAY REQUIRE
AUTHENTICATION

• Relies on the HTTP/HTTPS Protocol
• Commonly uses port 443 by default
• May require authentication (account may require configuration on system to be monitored).
• Examples of systems: Dell iDRAC 9, EMC Isilon, NetApp Filers, and some SuperMicro servers.
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SNMP
Protocols and Prerequisites

WIDELY
IMPLEMENTED
INDUSTRY STANDARD

• Default port is 161
• A Community String must be specified
• v3 supports authentication. If v3 is used, know the username, authentication protocol, etc.
• For systems which are slow to respond or unstable, the timeout can be increased.
• Examples of systems: Dell PowerEdge servers, HP ProLiants with iLO cards, Cisco UCS servers,
Brocade switches, etc.
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SSH
Protocols and Prerequisites

OFTEN RELIES ON
VENDOR UTILITIES

• Requires credentials
• Commonly uses port 22 for communication.
• SSH configuration is also used to execute system commands on Linux systems.
• User may require sudo privileges, thus a path to the sudoers file may be required.
• These commands often rely on vendor utilities, installed either on the PATROL agent, or on the
monitored system.
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WBEM
Protocols and Prerequisites

COMMON PROTOCOL
FOR STORAGE
MONITORING

• WBEM is an industry standard based on the CIM schema.
• SMI-S standard for storage also uses WBEM standard.
• Requires credentials
• Commonly uses port 5988 (non-secure) or 5989 (SSL) for communication.
• Examples of systems: VMWare ESXi, Brocade SAN Switches, and Fujitsu servers.
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WMI
Protocols and Prerequisites

PROTOCOL FOR
WINDOWS SYSTEMS

• WMI is Microsoft’s implementation of the WBEM standard.
• Like WBEM, it uses ports 5988 or 5989 for communication by default.
• Requires credentials (including specific user permissions in Windows).
• The Hardware Connector Library includes several “generic” WMI connectors for monitoring any
Windows system.
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Cisco UCS XML API
Protocols and Prerequisites

PROTOCOL FOR
CISCO UCS FABRIC
INTERCONNECT
SWITCHES

• Requires Username and Password
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IPMI
Protocols and Prerequisites

FOR SYSTEMS WITH
NO DEDICATED
CONNECTOR

• Used for monitoring using Intel’s IPMI standard.
• Can be done via OS, or over LAN using a system’s Out-of-band card.
• In the Hardware KM, it can be used on any IPMI-enabled hardware, in conjunction with the
“ipmitool” connector.
• This “generic” connector can be used to monitor systems which don’t have a dedicated connector
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Protocols
Protocols and Prerequisites

LESS OVERHEAD =
MORE MONITORED
SYSTEMS

What to consider if several monitoring options are available for a system?
• the protocols in use
• the load this will put on the PATROL agent and the infrastructure.
Examples:
• SNMP is fairly lightweight, and thus less resource-intensive
• SSH or a command line utility will respond more slowly, require more resources, and put more load on
the monitored system.
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Performance and Stability Best Practices for Hardware Sentry KM
https://www.sentrysoftware.com/kb/1270/index.html
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Protocols Used – By Manufacturer / OS
Manufacturer / Model
ALL
Brocade SAN Switches
Cisco UCS Chassis
Cisco UCS C-series & S-Series
Dell PowerEdge
EMC Clariion & VNX
EMC Isilon Cluster
Fujitsu-Siemens PRIMERGY
Fujitsu-Siemens PRIMERGY
Hitachi BladeSymphony Chassis
HP ProLiant
HP ProLiant
HP 9000, Integrity, Superdome
IBM P-Series
IBM Tape Libraries
IBM xSeries (m4 and older)
IBM xSeries (m4 and older)
Lenovo xSeries
NetApp Filers
Oracle (Sun) Mainframes
Oracle (Sun) x86/x64

Operating System
ESX
N/A
Out-of-Band
Out-of-Band
ALL
N/A
N/A
Windows
Linux
N/A
Windows
Linux
HPUX
AIX
N/A
Windows
Linux
ALL
N/A
Solaris
ALL

Protocols(Primary)
WBEM
SNMP
UCS XML API
SNMP
SNMP
Command Line (Local),
HTTP REST
SNMP
SNMP
SNMP
SNMP
SNMP
Command Line (Local),
Command Line (Local),
SNMP
WMI
WBEM
SNMP
HTTP REST
Command Line (Local),
SNMP

Protocols(Optional/Secondary)
WBEM

SSH(Remote)

SSH(Remote)
SSH(Remote)

SSH(Remote)

IPMI-Over-LAN
HTTP REST, WMI/WBEM
SSH
WMI
WBEM
WMI
WBEM
WBEM

SNMP
SNMP
WMI
SNMP
WMI/WBEM

For an exhaustive list, refer to: https://www.sentrysoftware.com/library/hc/hdf-reference.html
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Prerequisites
Protocols and Prerequisites

• The configuration required to monitor a system depends on each type of system, and what
protocols the system uses.
• Some systems may have multiple options for monitoring methods (e.g. a system with both a
software agent using WBEM, and a management card with SNMP).
• For some systems, it will be necessary to install vendor software on the monitored system, or a
utility on the PATROL agent.
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Prerequisites
Protocols and Prerequisites

• For many of the most common systems, we have Knowledge Base articles with detailed
configuration instructions. Some examples are:
• HP ProLiant: https://www.sentrysoftware.com/kb/1038/index.html
• Dell PowerEdge: https://www.sentrysoftware.com/kb/1039/index.html
• Lenovo/IBM xSeries: https://www.sentrysoftware.com/kb/1041/index.html

You can search the Knowledge Base for your system at https://www.sentrysoftware.com/kb/
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Prerequisites
Protocols and Prerequisites

For any other system, refer to the Hardware Connector Library documentation:
https://www.sentrysoftware.com/library/hc/hdf-reference.html . It indicates what protocol the system
uses, and what hardware or software it relies on to work.
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Configuration
Installation
Monitoring configuration via MS X UI and TrueSight
Console
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Installing the Hardware Sentry KM
There are two ways to install the KM, both of which use tools provided by BMC. Both of these scenarios are
covered in the Hardware KM Documentation, along with basic configuration steps:
• Option 1: Using the BMC Installation utility. This would be used for systems managed through the
Monitoring Studio X UI or PATROL console, or any new system without a PATROL agent installed. The KM
can be installed at the same time as the PATROL agent.
https://www.sentrysoftware.com/library/mshw/installing-patrol.html
• Option 2: Deploying the KM through the TrueSight console. This method can be used on devices which
are already managed in a TrueSight environment.
https://www.sentrysoftware.com/library/mshw/installing-truesight.html

As installation is performed through BMC-provided tools, any installation issues should be referred to BMC support.
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Configuring Devices in TrueSight (1/4)
1. To add devices via TrueSight, navigate to Configuration > Infrastructure Policies.
2. Click Create Policy.
3. Specify a Name, and the Agent Selection Criteria for the PATROL Agent that will be used.
4. Click Add Monitoring Configuration.
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Configuring Devices in TrueSight (2/4)

5.

Specify Hardware as the Monitoring Solution, and ensure the current version is selected.

6.

Under Hardware Configuration, there will be a List of Devices section. Click Add to begin
configuring the devices.
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Configuring Devices in TrueSight (3/4)

7.

In the List of Devices screen, specify an internal ID for
TrueSight.

8.

In Hostname(s)/IP Address(es) multiple devices can
be specified, with their hostnames or IPs separated by
a comma.

9. Specify the Device Type.
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Configuring Devices in TrueSight (4/4)

10. The protocol/connection information must be
specified, based on what the systems require. The
required section should be opened, the box checked
to enable the protocol, and the port/credentials/etc.
configured. Note that it will sometimes be necessary
to use root credentials or sudo for some monitors.
11. Save the configuration, and the policy.
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Configuring Devices in the MS X UI (1/4)

• Monitoring Studio X includes a GUI for the PATROL
agent, which is a simple and effective way to configure
the agent and KMs including Hardware Sentry.
• With Monitoring Studio X installed, this UI is accessible
at https://[agenthostname]:[agentport+262]
• For example, if your PATROL agent is named XDEMO,
and is installed on port 3181 (the default port), then
MSX UI is accessible at https://XDEMO:3443
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Configuring Devices in the MS X UI (2/4)

1. To add devices via in the MS X UI, navigate to KMs >
Hardware Sentry > Monitored Systems.
2. Click New System.
3. Specify the Hostname or IP Address.
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Configuring Devices in the MS X UI (3/4)

4.

To add multiple systems with the same configuration,
click on Bulk Add.
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Configuring Devices in the MS X UI (4/4)
5. Specify the Device Type

6. Enable the necessary protocols for the device,
based on the prerequisites.
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Device Types (1/2)
The device type dictates which protocols and connectors are available.

• HP OpenVMS / HP Tru64 UNIX / HP-UX / IBM AIX /
Linux / Microsoft Windows – These are used to monitor
hardware components via the Operating System
instrumentation using a variety of protocols including
WBEM, SNMP and system commands.
• Management Card/Chip, Blade Chassis, ESXI – These
device types communicate directly with hardware, or in
the case of ESXi, with vSphere/vCenter. An example of a
common management card is the iDRAC used in Dell
PowerEdge systems.
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Device Types (2/2)
The device type dictates which protocols and connectors are available.

• Network (Switch) – These use SNMP to communicate
with the switch’s SNMP Agent.
• Storage (Array, Switch, Library) – This is a broad
category which includes any Storage system, SAN
switches, and Tape Libraries. A variety of protocols are
used for this device type, including SNMP, HTTP REST,
WBEM, and system commands.
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Connectors
Detection VS Selection

• When configuring monitoring, you have the option to manually select which connectors will be
used, or you can have the KM automatically detect the system.
• Detection is based on the specified system type (e.g., if you specify the system type as “Microsoft
Windows”, connectors for “Network (Switch)” won’t be tested).
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Connectors
Naming

Connectors can be referenced by either their Connector Name or Connector File Name.

Full list can be found at www.sentrysoftware.com/library/hc/hdf-reference.html
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Connector Names are the user-friendly names of the connectors. They are used in the user
interfaces, documentation, etc.
Connector File Names are the actual names of the connector files. These are used in the
PATROL configuration (both configuration and parameter names / thresholds). Connector
File Names can often be significantly different from user friendly Connector Names for
historical reasons.
The Connector Names are often updated to reflect Manufacturer name changes (Compaq
to HP) or if a collection method originally found only on one manufacturers servers is
adopted by other manufacturers (IBM Server Raid connector is now SMI-S Compatible Disk
Array).
Connector Names should be used to understand what the connector is used for, but in all
further configuration, patching, etc. the Connector File Name should be used.
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Architecture
Detection/Discovery/Collection
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Agent/KM Structure

PATROL Agent

Protocol
Hardware Agent (Manufacturer’s Agent)
Hardware Sub-Agent

Driver

Components
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Example: Monitoring a Dell Server Running Windows
Sentry Hardware KM
MS_HW_

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

CPU

MEMORY

VOLTAGE

FAN

POWERSUPPLY

TEMPERATURE

.km

.km

.km

.km

.km

.km

Connectors

Dell OpenManage Server
Administrator

MS_HW_
DISKCONTROLLE
R

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

PHYSICALDISK

LOGICALDISK

NETWORK

.km

.km

.km

.km

Dell OpenManage Storage
Manager

MIB-2 Standard SNMP Agent Network Interfaces - Windows

SNMP Service

SNMP Service

Dell OpenManage Server Administrator
OMSA

Windows

Networking API

Storage Manager

IPMI Driver

Server

Raid Controller Driver

Disk System

Network
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Processes
Hardware Sentry KM Overview

KM Initialization
If
Detected
Connectors

Global
Discovery
Load
Connectors

Localhost
Monitoring

Environment
Information
Remote
Monitoring

If Selected
Connectors

Platform
Detection

Discovery

Collect

Platform
Detection

Discovery

Collect

Platform
Detection

Discovery

Collect

Every hour

Every 2 min
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Global Discovery
Loads OS Environment Variables and PATROL Configuration constants.
Paths to binaries, timeouts, PATROL Agent version.
Attempts to automatically detect the SNMP Community string for the localhost if not
already specified.
Load Connectors
Each connector is loaded with its version and compilation date. Check here to ensure that
patches have been applied.
From this point on, steps are performed independently for each host.
Environment Information (if debug is enabled)
KMs Loaded and version
Consoles connected
Operating System Specific information:
Snmpwalk is performed if snmp community is specified or detected.
Prtdiag / Prtpicl / Uname / etc…
Ipmitool
Process List
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Environment Variables
Lib files list
PATROL Agent Configuration
Platform Detection (if automatic detection is enabled)
Each Connector Monitoring Method for the selected platform type (Monitoring Method) is
tested. Connectors that work will be used in the discovery.
Discovery
The KM will try and discover what components can be monitored and collect static
information about the components (Part Number, Serial Number, Location, etc…)
Collect
The KM will collect status and other metrics for the components found during the discovery.
The frequency of these parameters is configurable. The more frequent, the more load on the
PATROL agent and the hosts being queried. If these are configured to run too frequently (e.g.
on an agent monitoring a large number of parameters) it may not be complete before the
next iteration is set to run.
https://www.sentrysoftware.com/library/mshw/10.1.01/configuringtruesight.html#TrueSightDiscovery
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Structure of a Connector
Connectors

Detection Criteria
• Tests to ensure that this
collection method works
• Is the operating system
correct ?
• Is the agent running /
does the command return
an error / is the service
responding ?
• Used to both determine if
a connector should be
used (platform detection)
and if a agent / service
has failed (connector
failure).

Discovery
• What components can be
monitored using this
connector?

Collection
• Collects the value of each
metric found during the
discovery.

• Gather descriptive
information about
components (model
number, serial number,
description, location).
• Determine what metrics
can be collected for each
component discovered.
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All connectors contain three sections: Detection, Discovery and Collection.
The purposed of the “Detection” is to determine if this connector should be used and if it
can collect information correctly. The detection is part of the initialization of the KM and is
done before each collect.
The “Discovery” is used to determine what components can be monitored using this
connector and what metrics can be collected. The discovery is performed when the KM
initializes and by default once per hour thereafter.
The “Collection” is used to collect information. The collect is performed by default every 2
minutes after the KM has been initialized.
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Structure of a Connector – Example Queries
Connectors

Detection Criteria

•SELECT
InstanceName
FROM
MSNdis_MediaConnectStatus

•SELECT
AdapterType
FROM
Win32_NetworkAdapter

Discovery

Collection

•SELECT
Name
PNPDeviceID
FROM
Win32_PnPEntity

•SELECT
InstanceName
NdisHardwareStatus
FROM
MSNdis_HardwareStatus

•SELECT
AdapterType
MACAddress
Name
PNPDeviceID
FROM
Win32_NetworkAdapter

•SELECT
InstanceName
NdisMediaConnectStatus
FROM
MSNdis_MediaConnectStatus

•SELECT
InstanceName
NdisTransmitsError
FROM
MSNdis_TransmitsError
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Here we see the queries from the WMI-Network Connector. How do these queries help fill
the purposes of the Detection, Discovery and Collection?
Detection Query 1 is asking - Is there any device that has a Media Connection Status (Link
Status)?
Detection Query 2 is asking - Are there any instances of a Win32_NetworkAdapter?
If one of these tests fail, then we consider that there are no network cards available to be
monitored and the connector will not be used.
The Discovery queries provide information about Network Ports. Note the information
asked for does not provide a status for the port or any statistics. The information needed in
a discovery are items like: Unique Identifiers, User Friendly Names, Addresses (MAC) and
type of adapter. This information is unlikely to change so the discovery is only run once per
hour.
The Collection queries generally ask for the unique ID found during the discovery (to link
collected information back to the discovered port) and statistical and link status
information. This information is important and critical to the monitoring, it is therefore
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collected every 2 minutes by default.
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Namespace Detection (WMI / WBEM)
Connectors

Connectors
SMI-S Compliant RAID Controller – Windows

"SELECT Dedicated FROM CIM_ComputerSystem"

Vendor SMI-S Agent

SMI-S Compliant RAID Controller
root\LSI_MR_1_3_0

Often connectors are designed to be
manufacturer independent.
If a WMI or WBEM connector is manufacturer
independent, it will need to search the WMI /
WBEM provider for the appropriate
manufacturer specific namespace.

Windows

root\cimv2

root\wmi

LSI Raid Controller Driver

Disk System
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Namespaces are independent sub-agents of a WMI or WBEM provider. Each namespace
has its own classes, objects and parameters. Namespaces often have very similar structures
(based on industry standards) but are tweaked slightly for each manufacturer / software
provider.
Windows has its own set of namespaces that will provide information about the Windows
Operating system, SQL database, etc. Software and hardware vendors can add subagents
with their own namespaces to provide information about their software / hardware in their
own custom WMI / WBEM structure.
Some systems, for example, may contain multiple independent sub-agents:
root\adpt – For Adaptec based Raid controllers
root\LSI_MR_1_3_0 – For LSI based Raid Controllers
To get information on disk systems from a server, the Hardware Sentry KM will need to
figure out which of these namespaces contains a disk system and run its queries on that
namespace.
The default namespace is root/cimv2. Error messages for automatically detected
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namespace queries will often list root/cimv2 as the namespace instead of saying
“automatic”.
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How does the KM automatically find the namespace? (1/2)
Connectors

• In the connectors, Queries are specified with a namespace=automatic :
Query="SELECT Name,Dedicated FROM CIM_ComputerSystem"
NameSpace=Automatic
ExpectedResult="[;|]3|[0-9|]*;$”

• The KM will then find a list of namespaces:
• Retrieving the list of available WMI namespaces...
• Found the following namespace list:
• root\IBMSD
• root\CIMV2
• root\adpt
• root\WMI
• root\Hardware
• root\LSI_MR_1_3_0
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How does the KM automatically find the namespace? (2/2)
Connectors

• The query will then run in each of the namespaces to see if it matches the Expected Results:
Query's result didn't match
Query's result didn't match
0|;
28|;
Query's result didn't match
Query's result didn't match
Query's result didn't match
14|;
Namespace root\LSI_MR_1_3_0

expected result for root\IBMSD on host localhost. Result was:
expected result for root\CIMV2 on host localhost. Result was:

expected result for root\adpt on host localhost. Result was:
expected result for root\WMI on host localhost. Result was:
expected result for root\Hardware on host localhost. Result was:
matches with expected result on host localhost

• The first namespace which matches the expected results will be used by this connector for all further
queries.
• If namespace detection is failing because the KM is unable to get a list of namespaces, the
namespace for connectors with Namespace=Automatic can be set manually using the following
PATROL Configuration Variables
/SENTRY/HARDWARE/<hostID>/forceWbemNamespace="root/LSI_MR_1_3_0"
/SENTRY/HARDWARE/<hostID>/forceWmiNamespace="root\LSI_MR_1_3_0"
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A Successful Connector in the Debug
Connectors

The debug, when activated, will show each of the detection criteria tests and their results.
If all detection criteria are met for a connector, the detection criteria tests will not be shown in
the test report window.
OS TEST on bk-test: SUCCEEDED
----------------------------Operating system on bk-test (NT) matches the following criteria:
- KeepOnly = NT
- Exclude =
SERVICE TEST on bk-test: SUCCEEDED
---------------------------------Windows Service check: no test will be performed remotely.

WMI TEST on bk-test: SUCCEEDED
-----------------------------The following WMI query succeeded:
- WQL query: SELECT InstanceName FROM
MSNdis_MediaConnectStatus
- Namespace: root\wmi
- Result:
WAN Miniport (IP);
WAN Miniport (IPv6);
WAN Miniport (Network Monitor);
Intel(R) 82574L Gigabit Network Connection;
Microsoft ISATAP Adapter;
WMI TEST on bk-test: SUCCEEDED
-----------------------------The following WMI query succeeded:
- WQL query: SELECT AdapterType FROM Win32_NetworkAdapter
- Namespace: root\cimv2
- Expected result: ^Ethernet 802\.3;$
- Matching Line: Ethernet 802.3;
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Discovery - Purpose
Connectors

• Create a list of Instances (Components) to be created each with a unique identifier
• Collect the static information about each Instance (Component)
•
•
•
•

Location
Part Number / Serial Number
Address (MAC / WWN)
Etc...

• Determine any association (attached to) with other instances found. For instance associating
• A physical disk with its disk controller
• A CPU with a blade server

• Specify which Parameters (Status, Metrics) can be collected for each Instance
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The Discovery Overview
Connectors

Class

Connector

Sources and
Computations
enclosure.discovery.source(1):

enclosure.discovery

MS_HW_DellOpenManage.hdf

Computation result
for enclosure.discovery.source(1):
enclosure.discovery.source(2):
Computation result for
enclosure.discovery.source(2):
enclosure.discovery.source(3):
Type: TABLEJOINT:
LeftTable:
RightTable:
Result:

diskcontroller.discovery.source(1):
Computation result for diskcontroller.discovery.source(1):

diskcontroller.discovery

diskcontroller.discovery.source(2):
Computation result for diskcontroller.discovery.source(2):
diskcontroller.discovery.source(3):

MS_HW_DellStorageManager.hdf
physicaldisk.discovery

physicaldisk.discovery.source(1):
Computation result for physicaldisk.discovery.source(1):
physicaldisk.discovery.source(2):
Computation result for physicaldisk.discovery.source(2):
physicaldisk.discovery.source(3):

networkcard.discovery

MS_HW_MIB2NT.hdf

networkcard.discovery.source(1):
Computation result for networkcard.discovery.source(1):
networkcard.discovery.source(2):
Computation result for enclosure.discovery.source(2):
networkcard.discovery.source(3):
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The purpose of the discovery is to find components that can be monitored.
Each Class (Enclosure, Disk Controller) will launch a separate discovery process. In debug
mode these are sequential, but in normal mode, they are run in parallel.
The Enclosure Discovery process will look through all the connectors either detected or
discovered during the KM initialization and execute all enclosure specific code.
Each class can have more than one connector associated with it, for instance the
networkcard discovery will execute code from both the MS_HW_WBEMGenHBA.hdf and
the MS_HW_MIB2NT.hdf to discover the HBA and Network ports respectively.
Connectors will often have more than one class’s code included in them, as shown with the
MS_HW_DellOpenManage.hdf connector.
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Discovery – Connector Structure
Connectors

Class / Connector

Source

Computation

networkcard.discovery

MS_HW_MIB2NT.hdf

networkcard.discovery.source(1): SNMP Query

Computation result
for
networkcard.discovery.source(1):

networkcard.discovery.source(2): SNMP Query

Computation result
for
networkcard.discovery.source(2):

In the Hardware Sentry KM’s debug,
we can see the above steps being
executed, the queries run, the query
results and the computational results.

enclosure.discovery.source(3):
Type: TABLEJOINT:
LeftTable: networkcard.discovery.source(1)
RightTable: networkcard.discovery.source(2)
Result:

Search for <classname>.discovery.

Instance Table
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Connectors are structured in a Source / Computations format.
A “Source” of information can be a WMI /WBEM query run, an SNMP Table polled, a script
run.
enclosure.discovery.source(1): Type: WMI Host: localhost WmiQuery:
"SELECT Model,SerialNumber FROM IBMPSG_ComputerSystemDetails”

A “Source” will usually produce a semi-colon separated table or a full command output:
IBM System x -[794722G]-;KD9098C;

The table can then be manipulated through computational commands to exclude certain
outputs, removed or add text, etc. Once all computation steps have been completed a
“Computation Results” table for that source will be created.
A “Source” can also be a combination of other sources. For instance a table joint or table
union of other sources.
Source (3) in the example above is a joint of the computation results tables of source (1)
and source (2).
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Source tables that are combinations of other sources can also have computations performed
on them.
The final table (either a raw source table or the computational results of that table) becomes
the Instance Table – The list of components found from this connector in this class.
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Collection - Purpose
Connectors

• Collect the values of each parameter found during the discovery.
• The collect will use the unique identifier found during the discovery to attach the collected values
to the appropriate instance.
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Collection – Connector Structure
Connectors

Class / Connector

Source

Computation

networkcard.discovery

MS_HW_MIB2NT.hdf

networkcard.discovery.source(1): SNMP Query

Computation result
for
networkcard.discovery.source(1):

networkcard.discovery.source(2): SNMP Query

Computation result
for
networkcard.discovery.source(2):

The collection has the same structure
as the Discovery, but in this case a
“Value Table” is created at the end.
Search for <classname>.collect in the

enclosure.discovery.source(3):
Type: TABLEJOINT:
LeftTable: networkcard.discovery.source(1)
RightTable: networkcard.discovery.source(2)
Result:

debug.

Value Table
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Connectors are structured in a Source / Computations format.
A “Source” of information can be a WMI /WBEM query run, an SNMP Table polled, a script
run.
enclosure.discovery.source(1): Type: WMI Host: localhost WmiQuery:
"SELECT Model,SerialNumber FROM IBMPSG_ComputerSystemDetails”

A “Source” will usually produce a semi-colon separated table or a full command output:
IBM System x -[794722G]-;KD9098C;

The table can then be manipulated through computational commands to exclude certain
outputs, removed or add text, etc. Once all computation steps have been completed a
“Computation Results” table for that source will be created.
A “Source” can also be a combination of other sources. For instance a table joint or table
union of other sources.
Source (3) in the example above is a joint of the computation results tables of source (1)
and source (2).
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Source tables that are combinations of other sources can also have computations performed
on them.
The final table (either a raw source table or the computational results of that table) becomes
the Instance Table – The list of components found from this connector in this class.
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“Missing” Events
Events generated by the KM when previously
discovered components are no longer discovered.
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Processing / Control / KM Events – The Discovery
Processes

Fan Instance Table

Fan.Discovery.InstanceTable:
Fan 1A Tach:2f2901f450;Fan 1A
Fan 1B Tach:3f2901f450;Fan 1B
Fan 2A Tach:4f2901f450;Fan 2A
Fan 2B Tach:5f2901f450;Fan 2B
Fan 3A Tach:6f2901f450;Fan 3A

Tach;290;
Tach;250;
Tach;290;
Tach;250;
Tach;290;

Fan Device ID List
at Last Discovery
Fan
Fan
Fan
Fan
Fan
Fan

1A
1B
2A
2B
3A
3B

Tach:2f2901f450
Tach:3f2901f450
Tach:4f2901f450
Tach:5f2901f450
Tach:6f2901f450
Tach:7f2901f450

Instances
Device ID:
Device Name:
Lower Speed Threshold:

Fan 1A Tach:2f2901f450
Fan 1A Tach
290

Device ID:
Device Name:
Lower Speed Threshold:

Fan 1B Tach:3f2901f450
Fan 1B Tach
250

Device ID:
Device Name:
Lower Speed Threshold:

Fan 2A Tach:4f2901f450
Fan 2A Tach
290

Device ID:
Device Name:
Lower Speed Threshold:

Fan 2B Tach:5f2901f450
Fan 2B Tach
250

Device ID:
Device Name:
Lower Speed Threshold:

Fan 3A Tach:6f2901f450
Fan 3A Tach
290

Studio X Console

Missing Instances

Device ID:

Fan 3B Tach:7f2901f450
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Here the KM is processing the Fan.Discovery.ValueTable returned from a
connector.
Each line of the value table is split into Instances.
The KM will then refer to the Fan Device ID List at Last Discovery file (Old Instances):
MS_HW_oldInstances-<hostname>-3181.log
Located in the %PATROL_HOME%\lib folder
If any new instances exist, they will be added to this file. If any instances are missing from
the last discovery (which can be before a PATROL Agent or server restart), these instances
will be declared missing and an alarm generated.
Note that in the PATROL Console, only the instances and parameters are created, there are
no values yet for the parameters.
Missing devices will have active parameters at this point though as their status has been
determined during the discovery. If an instance does not normally have a discrete “Status”
parameter (as with the Fans in this case) one will be created for the missing alert. (This is
important to remember when integrating the KM with BPPM or BEM for instance).
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Processing / Control – The Collect
Processes

Values

Fan Value Table
Fan.Collect.Valuetable:
2378;Fan 1A Tach:2f2901f450;
1800;Fan 1B Tach:3f2901f450;
1856;Fan 2A Tach:4f2901f450;
;Fan 2B Tach:5f2901f450;

Fan Instance Table
at Discovery
Fan
Fan
Fan
Fan
Fan

1A
1B
2A
2B
3A

Tach:2f2901f450
Tach:3f2901f450
Tach:4f2901f450
Tach:5f2901f450
Tach:6f2901f450

Device ID:
Speed:

Fan 1A Tach:2f2901f450
2378

Device ID:
Speed:

Fan 1B Tach:3f2901f450
1800

Device ID:
Speed:

Fan 2A Tach:4f2901f450
1856

Device ID:
Speed:

Fan 2B Tach:5f2901f450

MS X UI

Instances Missing
from Value Table
Device ID:
Speed:

Fan 3A Tach:6f2901f450
2378

Event Contents
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Here the KM is processing the Fan.Collect.ValueTable returned from a
connector.
Each line of the value table is split into Instances.
The KM will then verify if all instances / parameters have been collected. If an instance is
missing a parameter value (FAN2B) or if an instance is missing from the value table, then
the KM will send an alert to the PATROL Agent System Output Window.
No alert will be generated for no collect values.
If the value collected for a parameter is invalid or outside plausible values (i.e. a speed of
minus 100 rpm, a temperature of 1000°C, or when the KM received text for a numerical
parameter) then a message of “Hardware Sentry [WARNING]: Invalid …” will be sent to the
SOW.
Once the collect is complete, the collection polling timer will be set. If a collect takes 1
minute to complete and the polling interval is set to 2 minutes, the effective polling interval
will be 3 minutes.
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Threshold
Management
Threshold Types
Managing Thresholds
Managing issues with Unknown Status
Alert after N Times Settings
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Two Types of Thresholds
Threshold Management

Predetermined Thresholds
• Known ahead of time
• Always the same
• Identical from one system to another
and can therefore be statically
configured in the Hardware Sentry
engine.
• Examples:
• Status (0 = OK ; 1 = Degraded ; 2 =
Failed),
• PredictedFailure (0 = No failure
predicted ; 1 = Predicted Failure)
• ByteRate (no alert threshold).

Dynamic Thresholds
• Vary from one system to another
• Cannot therefore be established in
advanced.
• Determined by Hardware Sentry at
run-time, depending on the server
model, the device type and the
information available.
• Examples:
• Temperature (alert thresholds for the
ambient temperature are different
from those for the internal
temperature of a processor)
• Fan Speed
• Voltage.
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Thresholds management in Hardware Sentry
Predetermined and dynamic thresholds are applied to the PATROL Agent configuration
during the discovery of Hardware Sentry. Predetermined thresholds are set using the
ANYINST/ALL_INSTANCES method, dynamic thresholds are instance-specific and
therefore set per instance.
Note: The ANYINST/ALL_INSTANCES method is a way in the Event Management KM or in
the “Parameter Overrides” settings in the PATROL Agent’s configuration to set alert
thresholds on one parameter for all instances of a class. ANYINST refers to the Event
Management KM
/AS/EVENTSPRING/PARAM_SETTINGS/THRESHOLDS/<class>/ANYINST/<parameter>
configuration variables. The Event Management KM also allows filtering which instances
the threshold configuration will apply to with a regular expression. By extension, ANYINST
will refer to both ANYINST and regular expression-based threshold settings. ALL_INSTANCES
refers to the “Parameter Overrides” /___tuning___/<class>/ALL_INSTANCES/<parameter>
configuration variables.
Thresholds are applied only if there are no existing thresholds. Typically thresholds are
saved in the PATROL Agent configuration during the very first discovery of the product and
are never modified afterwards. Of course, if new devices or components are discovered or
if remote servers are added to the monitoring process, additional thresholds will be
configured.
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Thresholds can therefore be modified at any time. Hardware Sentry KM will not override the
customizations. One can think of the thresholds initially set by Hardware Sentry KM as
default thresholds that can be tuned up later if required.
Note: In earlier versions of the product, Hardware Sentry KM used to reset the alert
thresholds upon each discovery and the administrator had to specifically flag the instances
for which the thresholds should not be overridden upon each discovery.
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Modifying Hardware Sentry Thresholds
Threshold Management

Selecting the
Appropriate
Thresholds Mechanism Check the KM uses the appropriate threshold mechanism

• From the MS X UI, go to KMs > Hardware Sentry > KM Settings > Advanced.
• Choose the Threshold Management Mode.

Modifying Thresholds
Use standard tools provided by BMC

• Pconfig (wpconfig, xconfig)
• MS X Web Interface
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Hardware Sentry automatically determines the default mechanism. If the Event
Management KM is pre-loaded, the Event Management mechanism will be used. If not, the
Tuning mechanism will be used. This test is performed only once during the initial
discovery. The thresholds mechanism will not be changed by the product afterwards.
It is possible to switch from one mode to another by using the dialog box above. When
switching mechanism, specific thresholds are migrated to the new mechanism. However,
because of PATROL limitations, predetermined thresholds (ANYINST/ALL_INSTANCES) are
migrated: the existing ones are deleted and Hardware Sentry default predetermined
thresholds are set using the new mechanism.
Note that a backup of the existing thresholds is performed before the migration. The
backup is saved in the “$PATROL_HOME\config” directory, the filename is:
MS_HW_<hostname>_<port>_backup_<date and time>.cfg
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Path to the Hardware Sentry Thresholds
Threshold Management

• The path to the thresholds in the PATROL Agent configuration depends on the currently active
thresholds mechanism.
• ‘Tuning’ Thresholds Mechanism
Type

Path

Set

Predetermined

/___tuning___/<class>/ALL_INSTANCES/<parameter>

Per class

Dynamic

/___tuning___/<class name>/<object ID>/<parameter name>

Per parameter

• ‘Event Management ’ Thresholds Mechanism
Type

Path

Set

Predetermined

/AS/EVENTSPRING/PARAM_SETTINGS/THRESHOLDS/<class>/<connector name with no ‘.’ ><host>_{re:*}/<parameter>

Predetermined
(connector)

Per connector,
host and class

/AS/EVENTSPRING/PARAM_SETTINGS/THRESHOLDS/MS_HW_CONNECTOR/__ANYINST__/Status

Per class

Dynamic

/AS/EVENTSPRING/PARAM_SETTINGS/THRESHOLDS/<class name>/<object ID>/<parameter name>

Per parameter
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https://www.sentrysoftware.com/kb/KB1108.html
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Reinitializing the Hardware Sentry Thresholds
Threshold Management

To reapply default thresholds, Hardware Sentry needs to be
reinitialized.
This can be done from the MS X UI, under KMs > Hardware
Sentry > KM Settings > Reinitialize.
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Make sure that the “Reset alert thresholds” option is selected and click the [Reinitialize]
button.
All predetermined and dynamic thresholds will be removed from the PATROL Agent
configuration and replaced by the Hardware Sentry KM default thresholds.
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Event Management Thresholds Mechanism (1/3)
Threshold Management

Applying Thresholds to a Single Instance
• Thresholds apply to the instance specified by the configuration variable path.
Configuration Variable Path
• Thresholds are set in the following configuration variable:
/AS/EVENTSPRING/PARAM_SETTINGS/THRESHOLDS/<class name>/<object
ID>/<parameter name>
• Example:
/AS/EVENTSPRING/PARAM_SETTINGS/THRESHOLDS/MS_HW_FAN/MS_HW_DellOpenManageh
dflocalhost_11/Speed
• This variable contains the thresholds that apply to the “Speed” parameter of the
“MS_HW_DellOpenManagehdflocalhost_11” PATROL instance of the MS_HW_FAN class.
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The Event Management thresholds mechanism relies on the Event Management KM to set
alert thresholds. In order for this mechanism to work properly, the Event Management KM
should be preloaded on the PATROL Agent (the AS_EVENTSPRING.km and
AS_EVENTSPRING_ALL_COMPUTERS.km must be included in the
/AgentSetup/preloadedKMs configuration variable).
Thresholds can be applied to a single instance of a class (instance-specific) or to all
instances of a single class (such thresholds are called “global” and are referred to as
“ANYINST thresholds”). When both types of thresholds are applied to a parameter, the
single instance thresholds take precedence over the ANYINST thresholds.
Threshold settings are stored in the agent’s configuration under the
/AS/EVENTSPRING/PARAM_SETTINGS/THRESHOLDS folder).
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Event Management Thresholds Mechanism (2/3)
Threshold Management

Applying Thresholds to Multiple Instances of a Parameter:
• Applying Thresholds to all Instances of a Parameter
• Configuration Variable Path
• Thresholds are set in the following configuration variable:
/AS/EVENTSPRING/PARAM_SETTINGS/THRESHOLDS/<class>/__ANYINST__/<p
arameter>
• Example:
/___tuning___/MS_HW_FAN/ALL_INSTANCES/Speed
• This variable contains the thresholds that apply to all instances of the “Speed” parameter of the
MS_HW_FAN class.
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Example:
Thresholds that immediately trigger a warning if value is 1 and an alarm if value is 2.
1,0 0 0 0 0 0,1 1 1 1 1 1,1 2 2 1 1 2
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Event Management Thresholds Mechanism (3/3)

Applying Thresholds to Instances of a Parameter Matching a Regular Expression
• Wildcards can be used in the instance name to apply thresholds on all the instances that match the
specified regular expression. The syntax is:
/AS/EVENTSPRING/PARAM_SETTINGS/THRESHOLDS/<class>/<instance
information>{re:*}/<parameter>
• Example:
/AS/EVENTSPRING/PARAM_SETTINGS/THRESHOLDS/MS_HW_FAN/MS_HW_DellOpenMa
nagehdflocalhost_{re:*}/Status
• The thresholds will be applied to all “Status” parameters of the MS_HW_FAN class on the localhost
discovered by the Dell OpenManage connector.
• Important Note: Alert thresholds set in the agent’s configuration are not taken into account on the
fly. It is necessary to set the
/AS/EVENTSPRING/PARAM_SETTINGS/STATUSFLAGS/paramSettingsStatusFlag
configuration variable to ‘6’ and wait for 40 seconds.
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Managing Unknown Status
Threshold Management

To indicate to Hardware Sentry the value to be set for the
Status parameter when the status of a device cannot be
detected:
• In the Monitoring Studio Web UI, go to KMs >
Hardware Sentry > KM Settings
• Scroll down to the Parameter Alert Settings section
• Choose an option for the Unknown Status Value
Interpretation setting:
• Set the Status to OK (default)
• Ignore value and do not feed parameter
• Trigger a WARNING on the Status parameter
• Trigger an ALARM on the Status parameter
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Alert Delay / Alert after N Times
Threshold Management

To prevent false alerts, modify the number of times
thresholds can be breached before triggering an alert on
the Missing parameter.
• PATROL Console:
• right-click the main Hardware icon > KM Settings > Alerts >
Alert After n Times

• Monitoring Studio Web UI:
• KMs > Hardware Sentry > KM Settings > Alert Delay
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Event
Generation
Alert Actions
PATROL Events
KM Events
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Event Generation

When a threshold is breached, an event is generated
by the Hardware KM. These will be specific PATROL
events with an event class such as
HardwareProblem or ConnectorProblem, or can
have an Event Class of 41.
The PATROL Agent will also generate an event for
these thresholds, of a class 11. When the parameter
returns to normal, a class 9 will be generated.
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The following types of events of significance generated when a threshold is passed in the
Hardware Sentry KM.
HardwareProblem– The main event class used by Hardware Sentry KM. It is generated
every time a threshold is exceeded, but not when the parameter returns to a non-critical
value. Contains the full health report, Instance ID, Name and other details, Parameter in
Alarm / Warning, Additional information about the type of alert, Consequences of this
event and Recommended Actions.
These events are generated by the KM modules based on values collected by the KM.
Event Class 11 and 9 – The standard BMC PATROL events. These are generated by the
PATROL Agent whenever a parameter crosses a threshold (in either way). The Hardware
Sentry KM has no control over the content or generation of these events and therefore
they usually only contain the bare minimum of information about the fault.
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Processing / Control – Hardware Sentry KM Overview
Processes

Collection

Connectors

Dell OpenManage Server
Administrator

Dell OpenManage Storage
Manager

MIB-2 Standard SNMP Agent Network Interfaces - Windows

Processing / Control

Knowledge Modules (KM) – Libraries (libs)

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

CPU

MEMORY

VOLTAGE

FAN

POWERSUPPLY

TEMPERATURE

.km

.km

.km

.km

.km

.km

MS_HW_

DISKCONTROLLE
R
.km

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

MS_HW_

PHYSICALDISK

LOGICALDISK

NETWORK

.km

.km

.km

Actions (Create, Set, Alert)

KM
Alert
Actions

ID=
Hardware
Problem
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The core of the Hardware Sentry KM are its knowledge modules.
The Knowledge Modules:
- Load functions from the Library Files
- Initialize the KM, load the configuration from the PATROL Agent, etc..
- Decrypt and run the Connectors
- Process the information from the Connectors
Create Instances / Parameters
Set the thresholds in the PATROL Configuration (Event Spring or Tuning)
Check for Missing Devices (part of the discovery)
Check that all Parameters are collected - No Collect Value (part of the
collect)
- Create and maintain the Discovery and Collection Collectors
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Examples of Event Classes
Event Generation
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Here we see examples of the three main classes of event generated when a threshold is
crossed (HardwareProblem, 11, 9).
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Examples of Event Classes
Event Generation

The events generated by the Sentry Software's KMs
provide more information about the problem, so it is
important to ensure that these events are sent to the
TrueSight console. These can be merged into the PATROL
events using a rule:
https://www.sentrysoftware.com/kb/KB1201.html
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By default, current versions of the Hardware KM generate events with a specific class such
as HardwareProblem or ConnectorProblem.
However older versions use the generic class 41 for these, and the KM can still be
configured to generate these events as class 41s.
NOTE that events generated by server thresholds won’t have the detailed information like
HardwareProblem or 41.
our events are of class PATROL_EV, whereas events generated by server thresholds are of
class ALARM/ABNOMALITY
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KM Generated Actions / Events
Processes

Alert Actions: Customizable events / actions to be taken when a threshold is crossed.

Alert Actions
Annotation

Description
To display a message at the annotation point of the parameter graph.

To customize PATROL Event types and related event content.

Hardware Problems: To select the type of event to trigger upon hardware failures - Hardware Sentry Specific
(MS_HW_MAIN/HardwareProblem) or Generic (STD/41) and customize the event content
PATROL Event
Connector Problems: To select the type of event to trigger upon connector failures - Hardware Sentry Specific
(MS_HW_MAIN/ConnectorProblem) or Generic (STD/41) and customize the event content

Command Line

To execute a command line on the system where the PATROL Agent is installed.

PSL Script
Email
Write to a Log File
Send an SNMP Trap

To specify the PSL statement to be executed locally by the Agent.
To send an email to one or multiple recipients.
To add a user-defined entry to the Log file.
To send an SNMP Trap.

Alert Actions:
webui.html
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See the Hardware Sentry KM User Guide for details:
https://www.sentrysoftware.com/library/mshw/10.2.01/configuring-

The final point is very important for testing purposes. Setting the value in the PATROL
Console will not cause the KM to action this new value. To do this you must set the value
of the parameter using the following PSL Command:
requires MS_HW_alertactions;
swSetParameterValue("/%{OBJECT_CLASS}/%{OBJECT_ID}/%{PARAMETE
R_NAME}", n);
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Troubleshooting
- Enabling Debug Logging
- Connector Failures
- Troubleshooting Tools
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Enabling Debug Mode using the Monitoring Studio Web UI
Troubleshooting

The best method for troubleshooting issues with a
monitored system is to check the Debug Logs.

To enable debug using the Monitoring Studio Web UI:
• Go to KMS > Hardware Sentry > KM Debug
• Enable Debug Mode
• Download the resulting Debug Files.
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Enabling Debug Mode in TrueSight
Troubleshooting

In TrueSight, debug logging is enabled through the query window.
1.

Go to Configuration > Managed Devices.

2.

From the PATROL Agent’s inline menu, select Query PATROL Agent. The Agent Query Tool opens

in a new browser window.
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Enabling Debug Mode in Truesight (continued)
Troubleshooting

3. In the Query Window Command box, enter the command:
requires MS_HW_q; setDebug(mode, numberOfMinutes, listOfHosts);
mode: '1’ = "on", '0’ ="off".
numberOfMinutes (Optional) : number of minutes the debug will run. Default: 60
listOfHosts (Optional) : PATROL ID of a host or a list of comma-separated hosts for which you want to
enable the debug mode. The debug mode is enabled or disabled on all the hosts associated to the
PATROL Agent unless a host name or a list of hosts is provided.

The debug log files (MS_HW_*.log) are stored in the %PATROL_HOME%\log or $PATROL_HOME/log folder on
the PATROL agent system.
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For more information about the debug mode, refer to the article KB-1212
(https://www.sentrysoftware.com/kb/1212/index.html).
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Understanding Connector Detection Failures
Troubleshooting

HP Insight Management Agent - Server (WMI)

• Criteria 1:
"OS"="NT"
• Criteria 2:
WMI Query: Namespace: root\hpq
WQL Query: SELECT Model FROM HP_ComputerSystemChassis
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Criteria 1
Troubleshooting

HP Insight Management Agent - Server (WMI)

• Criteria 1:
"OS"="NT“

• Example of a Failure in the Test Report:
OS TEST on localhost : FAILED
------------------Operating system on localhost(Linux) DOES NOT match the following
criteria:
- KeepOnly = NT
- Exclude =
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What this means:
That the connector is not designed to run on this operating system. The Hardware Sentry
KM will not normally list connectors for incorrect platforms, so this error can only arise if
you manually modify the PATROL Agent Configuration.
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Criteria 2 – Unable to Connect to WMI Service
Hardware Sentry KM
Connectors

HP Insight Management Agent - Server (WMI)

“SELECT Model FROM HP_ComputerSystemChassis”

Windows Management Instrumentation Service

WMI TEST on localhost : FAILED
-------------------Access is denied.
or

HP Insight Management Agent

WMI TEST on localhost : FAILED
-------------------The RPC server is unavailable.

IPMI Driver

IBM Server
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WMI Query: NameSpace="root"
Query="SELECT Name FROM __NAMESPACE"
ExpectedResult="^ibmsd;*$"
Example of an Authentication Failure in the Test Report:
WMI TEST on localhost : FAILED
-------------------Access is denied.
What we can determine from this error message:
We are unable to query the WMI Service because the credentials we are using are
incorrect.
Example of an Authentication Failure in the Test Report:
WMI TEST on localhost : FAILED
-------------------The RPC Server is unavailable
What we can determine from this error message:
The WMI service is not responding, check WMI connectivity to the server.
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This can be due to:
The service being stopped.
The server not running windows.
A firewall or route blocking access.
Local credentials being used to access a Windows 2008 server that is part of a domain.
Etc…
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Criteria 2 – Hardware Agent Missing
Hardware Sentry KM
Connectors

HP Insight Management Agent - Server (WMI)

“SELECT Model FROM HP_ComputerSystemChassis”

Windows Management Instrumentation Service

HP Insight Management Agent

WMI TEST on localhost: FAILED
-------------------The following WMI query failed:
- WQL query: SELECT Model FROM HP_ComputerSystemChassis
- Namespace: root\hpq
- Error message:
WMI unavailable (Invalid namespace )

IPMI Driver

HP Server
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WMI Query: NameSpace="root”
ExpectedResult="^ibmsd;*$"

Query="SELECT Name FROM __NAMESPACE"

Example of a Failure in the Test Report:
WMI TEST on localhost : FAILED
-------------------Unexpected result from the following WMI query:
The following WMI request succeeded:
- WQL query: SELECT Name FROM __NAMESPACE
- Namespace: root
- Result was:
MSHW_WBEM_SUCCESSFUL
subscription;
DEFAULT;
CIMV2;
Cli;
nap;
Interop;
Hardware;
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ServiceModel;
Microsoft;
- Result should have matched with ^ibmsd;*$
What we can determine from this error message:
We are able to query the WMI Service.
However the WMI Service is unable to access the HP Insight Management Agent as the HPQ
Namespace is not listed.
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SNMP Based Connectors Detection Criteria
Troubleshooting

Dell OpenManage Server Administrator

• Criteria 1:
SnmpGetNext=“1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10892.1.300.10.1”
• SNMP Based connectors often have only a single detection criteria. This is because
the error code from this simple SNMP Get Next will give us the same amount of
information.
• Note the OID it is checking begins with 1.3.6.1.4.1. This is the enterprise OID, meaning
that almost all information the Hardware KM would query, is within this.
• If an SNMP walk on a system is successful against 1.3.6.1.2, but not 1.3.6.1.4, this is
usually due to the required management software not being installed (e.g. Dell
OpenManage).
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SNMP Based Connectors Detection Criteria - Schema
Hardware Sentry KM
Connector

Dell OpenManage Server Administrator
SnmpGetNext="1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10892.1.300.10.1"

errno: 97
PATROL Agent SNMP Client

errno: 95
SNMP Service

errno: 100 or “Not Under the Same Tree”

Dell OpenManage Agent
Main Dell OpenManage Agent

errno: 100 or “Not Under the Same Tree”

Dell Server
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In the above example, we can see another method of collecting network port information
from a server running Windows.
Instead of passing via the WMI service, this connector passes via the SNMP Service to
communicate with Windows’s Networking API.
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SNMP Error Codes 97
Troubleshooting

SNMP TEST on localhost: FAILED
--------------------The SNMP 'get_next' request failed:
Could not open a SNMP session.
- Host: 127.0.0.1
- Community: public
- OID:1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10892.1.300.10.1
- errno: 97
This indicates that the PATROL SNMP Client (not Agent) is disabled. To allow the PATROL Agent to make SNMP Queries
set the following variable:
/snmp/support = “yes”
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SNMP Error Code 95
Troubleshooting

SNMP TEST on localhost: FAILED
--------------------The SNMP 'get_next' request failed:
Could not open a SNMP session.
- Host: 127.0.0.1
- Community: public
- OID:1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10892.1.300.10.1
- errno: 95

Indicates that PATROL’s SNMP Client is unable to contact the operating system’s SNMP Service. Check that the SNMP service:
• is running on the server being monitored.
• is configured to accept queries from the IP address of the PATROL Agent
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SNMP Error Codes 100 & “Not Under the Same Tree”
Troubleshooting

errno: 100
SNMP TEST on localhost: FAILED

“Not Under the Same Tree”
SNMP TEST on localhost: FAILED

---------------------

---------------------

The SNMP 'get_next' request failed:

The SNMP 'get_next' request on localhost for

- Host: 127.0.0.1

1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10892.1.300.10.1 found:

- Community: public
- OID:1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10892.1.300.10.1
- errno: 100

1.3.6.1.6.3.10.2.1.1.0 which is not under the same
tree.

Both these errors indicate the same issue. Errno: 100 indicates that there are no OIDs after the OID requested. “Not Under the Same
Tree” indicates that the next OID is not part of the same OID branch / group.
SNMP get_next works in a similar manner to the empty “expected results” discussed earlier: We are not looking for specific information,
but any information. In this case the OID 1.3.6.1.4.1.674.10892.1.300.10.1, corresponds to an SNMP table listing information about Dell
Computer Systems. If there are no values in this table, then there is no information about Dell Servers available.
Unlike previously though, we are unable to determine from this result if the underlying issue is that the Dell OpenManage Hardware
Agent is not installed or if the Hardware Agent is not installed on a real Dell Server.
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SNMP Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting

There are several tools which can be used to test SNMP on a system:
1. SNMPWalk via query window: SNMPWalk utility is included in the Hardware KM.
requires MS_HW_q; print(snmpWalk(hostID/IP, oid, snmpVersion, port, timeout, community, retryIntervals)); e.g.
requires MS_HW_q; print(snmpWalk("dev-hv-01", "1.3.6.1.4", 1, 161, 30, "public", 1));

2. 3rd Party SNMP Tools: 3rd party MIB Browsers are available to test system’s SNMP communication
outside of the BMC/Sentry environment.
- SNMPWalk is available as a command line tool.
- Common 3rd party GUI tools include iReasoning’s MIB Browser, Paessler, MG-Soft, etc.
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Connector Selection / Detection Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting

If you are getting no or few components discovered with automatic detection enabled or if
automatic detection is not available:
1. Research which connectors should work for your Hardware:
https://www.sentrysoftware.com/library/hc/20/platform-requirements.html
2. Manually select these connectors and troubleshoot each one individually:
• Which detection criteria is failing?
• Is the KM able to talk to the remote / local server (Check Protocols)
• Are all pre-requisites installed and running (Check Hardware Agents)
• Also look at which connectors are working – do they use the same protocols / rely on the same agent?
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Generating Test Events (1/2)
Processes

Through the TrueSight Query window, it is possible to generate test events.
1. Run a Class Report for the class of event you want to test:
requires MS_HW_q; classReport("classname");
where classname is the class name for which instances should be listed. Copy the path you
want to test with.
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To do this you must set the value of the parameter using the following PSL Command:
requires MS_HW_alertactions;
swSetParameterValue("/%{OBJECT_CLASS}/%{OBJECT_ID}/%{PARAMETE
R_NAME}", n);
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Generating Test Events (2/2)
Processes

2. Run this command to set a new value:
requires MS_HW_parameter; swSetParameterValue("<devicePath>/<parameter>","<value>");

where

• <devicePath> is the path of the object copied from the previous step. The leading / at the beginning of

the device path is required.

• <parameter>is the parameter you want to set. In our example, Temperature
• <value> is the value you want to set to generate an event. In our example, 95
Command: requires MS_HW_alertactions;
swSetParameterValue("/MS_HW_TEMPERATURE/MS_HW_NetApphdfnetapp9-san_500a09800748294110/Temperature","95");
Results: Executed successfully on the PATROL agent.

For more details, refer to: https://www.sentrysoftware.com/kb/1119/index.html
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Note that for numeric sensors (like temperature) it will be the desired value. For a statusbased component like a disk, you would specify the status as the value (eg, 2 for failed).
See the KB for detailed instructions.
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Additional Resources (1/2)
Troubleshooting

TrueSight users can run diagnostic commands to obtain additional information on a system’s monitoring
configuration:

Refer to https://www.sentrysoftware.com/library/mshw/10.1.01/troubleshootingtruesight.html#Running_Diagnostic_Commands for more details.
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Note that this is also available for MS X users under Tools > PSL Playground.
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Additional Resources (2/2)
Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting tools are available for
several platforms, and can be used to test the
connection, protocols, credentials, etc. of the
systems you wish to monitor.
They are available here:
https://www.sentrysoftware.com/support/tro
ubleshooting-tools.asp
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